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The Midwest is a weird place. I say this as a West Virginian, remembering the first time I traveled far enough west in Ohio to 
realize what flat land really looked like. Since then, having spent time in Nebraska and Missouri, I can say that the Midwest 
conjures a wonderful surreality and an eerie sense of possibility, a feeling that you just don’t get surrounded by hills. On the 
plains you just keep looking. It’s hard to judge time or space. How far off is that black cloud? How far off is that farmhouse? 
Funnel clouds, funnel cakes…anything can happen out there. 
 
The poems in Nate Logan’s debut collection Inside the Golden Days of Missing You capture this weirdness. As Logan writes in 
“Bad Execution,” “Some big questions approach a person/strolling through a cornfield…” In “We’re an American Band,” the 
ten-part, penultimate poem of the book, “I high-five each cornstalk as I slip/into the night’s paint sample. Folding/in half is 
the first magic trick I learned/and so Midwestern…” 
 
But Logan’s world is also broader than that. Poems move through California, the Great Salt Lake, Marfa, Pennsylvania, New 
Hampshire, the Caribbean, and an episode of “Guantanamo Baywatch” and, in pieces like “The River Nate” and “Lumbering” 
(in which “I don’t feel/like a haunted lumberyard tonight”), they use physical geography to explore speakers’ emotional 
terrains. The work is diverse in form, ranging from prose poems to shorter stanza-ed poems to longer poems in parts to “Slot 
Machine,” a three-columned poem that should be gimmicky but isn’t.   
 
Logan’s work is uncanny and expansive yet also folksy and familiar. Over and over, it makes you feel without resorting to 
sentimentality or, worse, “poetic” language. The poems are absurdly funny in their odd specificities, but they’re not just quirky 
jokes. As soon as you let your guard down, you get a pool cue to the heart. Consider “Sprinkles Help Keep Perspective in the 
Red River Valley” in its entirety: 
 
 Crumbs fell: meteorites on the lawn. 
 Ned’s tail knocked a sandal off my foot 
 Things had gotten weirder than ever. 
 
 I excused myself and walked into the yard. 
 Mary knew I loved sprinkles, but she 
 forgot them. She broke my horse heart. 
 
 Then my phone rang. It was you. You said, 
 come back. The clouds are on vacation, 
 there’s nothing to see. That’s what you said. 
 
Logan seems to me akin to James Tate and Charles Simic, but the collection’s title comes from the Silver Jews song of the 
same name. I’d never listened to the band prior to reading the book, but it felt lazy not to now, since Logan mentions in his 
acknowledgments that David Berman’s songwriting influenced several of the poems along with the title. After listening to the 
band’s 1996 album The Natural Bridge, from which the title-song comes, about 13 times (Silver Jews’ music is adjacent to stuff I 
like, and I ended up loving the album, so it wasn’t exactly a chore), I won’t pretend to articulate any intimate, intricate 
connections between the two works, but I will say that the album, like the book, is both bizarre and tender, great mood music 
to set the scene for reading. When the voice of Berman’s “Black and Brown Blues” sings “When I go downtown/I always 
wear a corduroy suit/'Cause it's made of a hundred gutters/That the rain can run right through,” he could be walking the 
street in one of Logan’s poems.  
 
Reading Logan’s work is kind of like walking into a Woolworth’s that’s actually a portal to an alternate reality where time 
stopped in 1999. A man buys you a Coke float at the counter and you usually wouldn’t go for that, but then you realize it’s ok 
because he has an “albino buffalo”’s head, a “taxidermic platypus”’s heart and stories to tell. They sound like tall tales at first 
and maybe they are, but the more you listen the more you realize Babe the Blue Ox must be you. 
 
 
 


